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The San Diego Local Agency Formation Commission (LAFCO) will consider a
change of organization proposal filed by the Vista Irrigation District (ID) to
annex three unincorporated and undeveloped parcels totaling
approximately 88.2 acres. The affected territory as submitted is located near
Lake Henshaw in northeast San Diego County and lies outside of the Vista ID
sphere of influence. The purpose of the proposal is to provide cost-savings
to Vista ID by eliminating property tax obligations for the affected territory.
Staff recommends approval of the proposal without modifications and
without amendments to the sphere of influence for reasons detailed.
Standard terms are also recommended.
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BACKGROUND
Applicant Request |
Affected Territory as Proposed
San Diego LAFCO has received a proposal from Vista ID requesting approval
to annex three unincorporated and undeveloped parcels totaling
approximately 88.2 acres and divided between two distinct and
noncontiguous areas. All three subject parcels lie within the Lake Henshaw
watershed and owned by Vista ID. Area “A” comprises two of the three
parcels and collectively totals 71.4 acres and located near the unincorporated
community of Warner Springs and Highway 79. Area “B” comprises one
parcel approximately 16.7 acres in size located east of Highway 79 along
Matagual Road. The subject parcels are identified by the County of San
Diego Assessor’s Office as 137-092-34, 137-092-35, and 195-050-20.
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Affected Territory
- Three unincorporated parcels
that are divided between two
distinct areas:
• Area “A” comprises two
parcels totaling 88.2 acres
• Area “B” comprises one
parcel totaling 16.7 acres
- All three parcels are owned by
Vista ID and part of the Lake
Henshaw watershed

Subject Agencies
The proposal involves one subject agency: Vista ID. 1 A summary description of the lone
subject agency follows.
•

1

Vista ID is an independent special district in northern San Diego County and spans
approximately 33 square miles. Vista ID encompasses the majority of the City of
Vista along with portions of the Cities of Escondido, Oceanside, and San Marcos. It
is authorized to provide one municipal service: potable water. Vista ID was formed
in 1923 and presently provides potable water service to approximately 129,000
residents. In 1946, Vista ID added the Lake Henshaw watershed to its jurisdiction
boundary instep with developing a reliable local water source. Drought conditions
and population growth eventually caused Vista ID to secure other sources and in
1954 Vista ID became a member of the San Diego County Water Authority to take
advantage of imports from the California and Colorado River Aqueducts. Vista ID
currently delivers approximately 15,300 acre feet of water annually to its customers
with approximately one-third drawn from Lake Henshaw. The water system
operates over 473 miles of pipe, 12 storage reservoirs, and 7 pumping stations. Vista
ID jointly owns the Escondido-Vista Water Treatment Plant and allocated 18 million
gallons of the facility’s daily capacity. LAFCO established a sphere of influence for
Vista ID in 1988 and it presently includes 20,111 non-jurisdictional acres. Vista ID’s
unrestricted fund balance as of July 30, 2017 totaled $19.2 million, which represents
41% of the total budgeted General Fund expenditures in 2017-2018.

State law defines “subject agency” to mean any district or city for which a change or organization or reorganization is proposed.
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Affected Local Agencies
The affected territory lies within the jurisdictional boundaries of the following local
agencies directly subject to San Diego LAFCO. 2
•
•
•

County Service Area No. 135
San Diego County Flood Control District
Upper San Luis Rey Resource Conservation District

DISCUSSION
This item is for San Diego LAFCO to consider approving – with or without modifications –
Vista ID’s submitted change of organization proposal to annex the affected territory. The
Commission may also consider applying conditions so long as it does not directly regulate
land use, property development, or subdivision requirements. Additional discussion with
respect to the proposal purpose and Commission focus follows.
Proposal Purpose
The purpose of the proposal is to provide Vista ID with cost-savings by eliminating further
property tax obligations associated with all three subject parcels. The annual tax obligations
in 2016-2017 for all three subject parcels collectively totaled $2,943.
Development Potential
As detailed in Appendix A, the affected territory is entirely unincorporated and planned for
agricultural and open space uses under the County General Plan. The minimum lot standard
for all three subject parcels is 80 acres. These existing land use policies preclude the future
division of the affected territory. 3
Commission Focus
Three central and sequential policy items underlie the San Diego LAFCO’s consideration of
the change of organization. These policy items ultimately take the form of determinations
and orient the Commission to consider the stand-alone merits of (a) sphere of influence
amendments, (b) timing of the change of organization itself, and (c) whether discretionary
boundary modifications or approval terms are appropriate. The Commission must consider
other relevant statutes in and outside of LAFCO law as detailed.

2

3

State law defines “affected local agency” as any entity that contains, or would contain, or whose sphere of influence contains or
would contain, any territory for which a change or organization is proposed or ordered.
The designated Zoning is A-72 (intensive) Agriculture and the General Plan Land Use designation is Rural Lands (RL-80) 1 du/ 80 acre.
The subject agency has noted the subject parcels have historically been agricultural but not currently active in agricultural practices.
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ANALYSIS
The analysis of the proposal is organized into two subsections. The first subsection pertains
to evaluating the central issues referenced above regarding the merits of the sphere of
influence amendment, timing of the change of organization relative to the factors mandated
for review by the Legislature and local policies as well as whether modifications or terms are
appropriate. The second subsection considers issues required by other applicable State
statutes. This includes making findings under the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) and the disposition of protest proceedings per Government Code Section 57002(c).
Central Policy Items
Item No. 1 |
Merits of Sphere of Influence Amendments
State law specifies all jurisdictional changes approved by San Diego LAFCO shall be
consistent with the spheres of influence of the subject agencies. 4 This statutory threshold –
in most instances – would necessitate the Commission amend the proposal to include
premising and concurrent sphere amendments to Vista ID to add the affected territory
(Areas A and B). The statutory threshold is further prefaced on the Legislature defining
spheres to demark the appropriate current and future boundary and service area of the
subject agency as determined by the Commission. However, and pertinently, the
Commission has established standing and unique practices specific to Vista ID to
purposefully exclude jurisdictional lands from the sphere that are not expected to require
services, and this includes the adjacent areas in the Lake Henshaw watershed. It would be
appropriate to the Commission, accordingly, to continue to exclude the affected territory
from the Vista ID sphere irrespective of considering the associated change of organization,
and in doing so remain consistent with past local practice. It would also mitigate the
Commission need to consider any related sphere amendments to the County Water
Authority and Metropolitan Water District of Southern California. 5 Nonetheless, and for the
benefit of telegraphing a future policy discussion, this practice should be revisited as part of
the next scheduled sphere update for Vista ID later this fiscal year to help ensure overall
conformity with Commission goals and objectives.

4
5

Reference to Government Code Section 56375.5.
The Metropolitan Water District of Southern California (MET) is a collective of public agencies that supply imported water to Southern
California. Metropolitan member-agencies purchase imported water from MET for resale. The San Diego County Water Authority
(SDCWA), as a MET member agency, is the single largest purchaser of imported MET water. SDCWA, which is also a collective of public
retail agencies, resells MET water to 24 member agencies in San Diego County for retail distribution.

.
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Conclusion | Sphere of Influence Amendments
Sphere of influence amendments are not warranted to accommodate the change of
organization based on past practices of San Diego LAFCO to limit the Vista ID sphere to
emphasize the need and/or expectation of District services and delivery therein. It is
recommended, however and as a telegraphing measure, for the Commission to
holistically revisit this practice and consider making changes thereafter if appropriate
as part of the scheduled sphere update for Vista ID calendared later this fiscal year.
Item No. 2 |
Merits of the Annexation Timing
The timing of the proposed change of organization appears appropriate and highlighted by
the analysis of the 17 factors required for consideration under LAFCO law. The majority of
the prescribed factors focus on the impacts of the proposed annexation on the service and
financial capacities of the receiving agency, Vista ID. No single factor is determinative and
the intent is to provide a uniform baseline for LAFCOs in considering all boundary changes in
context to the Commission’s own adopted policies and practices. A summary of key
conclusions generated in the review of these factors for the boundary change proposal
follows with a complete analysis provided in Appendix A.
•

Service Needs
There are no existing or expected service needs within the affected territory.
Nonetheless, annexation of the affected territory to Vista ID represents a logical
and orderly expansion of the District’s jurisdictional boundary relative to local and
practiced conditions. Annexation would expand the Vista ID boundary to include
the remaining District-owned lands in the Lake Henshaw watershed that directly
account for close to one-third of annual potable supplies delivered to
approximately 129,000 residents.

•

Service Capacities and Levels
Annexation would not affect service demands or capacities for Vista ID given
services are not needed or expected in the affected territory within the foreseeable
future. Overall and irrespective of the proposed change of organization, Vista ID
has an available and sufficient capacity to accommodate existing and projected
demands in the District.

•

Service Funding and Costs
Annexation of the affected territory to Vista ID would generate a modest but
perennial cost-savings to the District and its ratepayers by eliminating property tax
obligations for the three subject parcels presently valued at $2,943 per year.
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Conclusion | Merits of Change of Organization Timing
The timing of the change of organization and annexation therein of the affected
territory to Vista ID is warranted. Justification is marked by the preceding analysis and
highlighted by appropriately responding to local conditions to consolidate Vista ID’s
watershed holdings within its jurisdictional boundary.
Item No. 3 |
Merits of Modification and Terms
Staff has not identified any potential boundary modifications to the proposal that merit
consideration by San Diego LAFCO at this time. (Consideration of a concurrent sphere of
influence amendment is addressed earlier in this section.) Applying standard terms also
appears appropriate.
Conclusion | Merits of Modifications and Terms
No modifications are merited at this time. Standard conditions are appropriate.
Other Statutory Considerations
Exchange of Property Tax Revenues
California Revenue and Taxation Code Section 99(b)(6) requires the adoption of a property
tax exchange agreement by the affected local agencies before LAFCO can consider any
jurisdictional change unless an applicable master agreement applies. Towards this end,
San Diego LAFCO has confirmed the County of San Diego Board of Supervisors has
adopted a master tax exchange applicable to the proposed change of organization. The
application of this master agreement will result in a “no” exchange. 6
Environmental Review
Vista ID serves as the lead agency for assessing potential impacts of the proposal under
CEQA given the District has initiated the change of organization proceedings. Vista ID has
determined the action is a project under CEQA, but exempt from further review given the
exemption under 15061(b)(3) which is covered by the general rule that CEQA applies only to
projects that have the potential for causing a significant effect on the environment. Staff
independently concurs Vista ID has made an appropriate determination and the Commission
– as the responsible agency under CEQA – should proceed with a concurrent finding.

6

Following LAFCO Commission approval, no further tax obligation should be applied to the subject parcels.
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Protest Proceedings
Protest proceeding for the change of organization may be waived by San Diego LAFCO
should the Commission proceed with an approval under Government Code Section 56662.
The waiver appropriately applies under this statute given the affected territory is
uninhabited as defined under LAFCO law, the lone subject agency is both the applicant and
landowner and has provided their written consent to the underlying action. 7
RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends approval of the change of organization consistent with Alternative One
as outlined in the proceeding section. Approval provides for the orderly and practiced
expansion of the Vista ID jurisdictional boundary to include its watershed holdings in Lake
Henshaw for the ultimate benefit of its ratepayers.
ALTERNATIVES FOR ACTION
The following alternative actions are available to San Diego LAFCO and can be accomplished
through a single-approved motion.
Alternative One (recommended):
a) Accept and incorporate the analysis of the Executive Officer’s written report.
b) As a responsible agency, make findings consistent with Vista ID as the lead agency
and find the project exempt from additional CEQA review under the Class
15061(b)(3).
c) Determine protest proceedings are waived under Government Code Section 56662.
d) Adopt the form of resolution approving the “Lake Henshaw Change of Organization” to
Vista ID (DA18-11) without modifications.
e) Term approval on the following conditions being satisfied within 12 months year unless a
time extension is requested and approved by the Commission:

7

-

Completion of the 30-day reconsideration period under Government Code 56895.

-

Submittal of a final map and geographic description of the affected territory as
approved by the Commission conforming to the requirements of the State Board of
Equalization – Tax Services Division.

-

Payment of any outstanding fees generated in the processing of the proposal
pursuant to the LAFCO Fee Schedule.

LAFCO law defines uninhabited as territory in which 11 or less residents reside.
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Alternative Two:
Continue consideration to the next regular meeting and provide direction to staff
concerning additional information, as needed.
Alternative Three:
Disapprove the proposal. This option would preclude a similar proposal being presented
to the Commission for a period of no less than one year.
PROCEDURES FOR CONSIDERATION
This item has been placed on the agenda as part of the business calendar. The following
procedures, accordingly, are recommended in the consideration of this item:
1) Receive verbal report from staff unless waived;
2) Invite comments audience members (voluntary); and
3) Discuss item and consider action on recommendation.
On behalf of staff,

Linda Zambito
Analyst I
Appendices:
A) Analysis of Proposal Review Factors
Attachments:
1) Full Vicinity Map
2) Application Materials
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APPENDIX A
ANALYSIS OF MANDATORY PROPOSAL REVIEW FACTORS
GOVERNMENT CODE SECTION 56668
a) Population and population density; land area and land use; per capita assessed
valuation; topography, natural boundaries, and drainage basins; proximity to other
populated areas; the likelihood of significant growth in the area, and in adjacent
incorporated and unincorporated areas, during the next 10 years.
The affected territory as proposed includes three unincorporated parcels totaling
approximately 88.18 acres. Area A includes two subject parcels (Assessor Parcel 137-09234, 137-092-35) and Area B includes one subject parcel (195-050-20) located along Highway
79. The subject parcels are undeveloped and part of the Lake Henshaw watershed with
surface flows directed into Lake Henshaw. The Lake Henshaw watershed is a potable
water source for Vista ID. The current assessed value of the subject parcels is $294,256.
b) The need for organized community services; the present cost and adequacy of
governmental services and controls in the area; probable future needs for those
services and controls; probable effect of the proposed incorporation, formation,
annexation, or exclusion and of alternative courses of action on the cost and
adequacy of services and controls in the area and adjacent areas.
There is no need for municipal services at this time within the affected territory. The three
subject parcels are part of the Lake Henshaw watershed and are uninhabited and
undeveloped. Vista ID uses Lake Henshaw as a potable supply reservoir.
c) The effect of the proposed action and of alternative actions, on adjacent areas, on
mutual social and economic interests, and on local governmental structure.
Approving the proposed change of organization would recognize and strengthen existing
economic and social ties between Vista ID and affected territory. These ties are drawn from
Vista ID’s current ownership of the three subject parcels and uses therein to generate runoff
as part of its Lake Henshaw watershed.
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d) The conformity of the proposal and its anticipated effects with both the adopted
commission policies on providing planned, orderly, efficient patterns of urban
development, and the policies/priorities set forth in G.C. Section 56377.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

The affected territory lies within the Lake Henshaw watershed and used for generating
potable water supplies. Annexation of the subject parcels would conform to existing local
conditions to place watershed lands within the service provider boundary. None of the lands
qualify as “open-space” under LAFCO law due to its zoning and does not conflict with G.C.
Section 56377.
e)

The effect of the proposal on maintaining the physical and economic integrity of
agricultural lands, as defined by G.C. Section 56016.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

The affected territory does not qualify as “prime agricultural land” under LAFCO law.
Specifically, the lands are not used for any of the following purposes: producing an
agricultural commodity for commercial purposes; left fallow under a crop rotational
program; or enrolled in an agricultural subsidy program.
f)

The definiteness and certainty of the boundaries, the nonconformance of proposed
boundaries with lines of assessment or ownership, the creation of islands or corridors
of unincorporated territory, and similar matters affecting the proposed boundaries.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

LAFCO is in receipt of a draft map and geographic description of the affected territory as
proposed that details metes and bounds consistent with the standard of the State Board of
Equalization. Approval would be conditioned on a final map and description confirming to
the referenced standards. The affected territory does not cross lines of assessment.
g)

A regional transportation plan adopted pursuant to Section 65080.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

The proposal would not conflict with San Diego Forward, the regional transportation plan
established by the San Diego Association of Governments (SANDAG).
h)

The proposal’s consistency with city or county general and specific plans.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

The County of San Diego designates the affected territory as Rural Lands (RL-80). This
designation prescribes a minimum lot size of 80 acres and precludes additional division of
any of the three subject parcels proceeding forward.
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i)

The sphere of influence of any local agency affected by the proposal.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

No changes will affect the sphere of influence of any local agency. The change of
organization is without a sphere amendment is based on past practices of San Diego LAFCO
to limit the Vista ID sphere to emphasize the need and/or expectation of District services and
delivery therein.
j)

The comments of any affected local agency or other public agency.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Staff provided notice of the proposal to all subject and affected agencies and interested
public agencies as required under LAFCO law. No written comments were received.
k) The ability of the newly formed or receiving entity to provide the services which are the
subject of the application to the area, including the sufficiency of revenues for those
services following the proposed boundary change.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Information collected and reviewed as part of this proposal indicates Vista ID appears to
have established sufficient financial resources and administrative controls. This statement
is supported by the following factors.
•

Vista ID’s last audit covers 2016-2017 and shows the District finished with appropriate
liquidity levels with an agency-wide current ratio of 3.83 (i.e., $3.82 in current assets
for every $1.00 in current liabilities).

•

Vista ID finished 2016-2017 with good capital as evident by a relatively low debt ratio
of 18.0% (i.e., only $18.00 out of every $100.00 in net assets are financed.)

•

Vista ID has remained profitable in each of the last three audited fiscal years with an
average total margin of 7.67%. The most recent year – 2016-2017 – the operating
margin was 2.7%.

l) Timely availability of water supplies adequate for projected needs as specified in G.C.
Section 65352.5.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Approval of the boundary change would not directly and/or adversely affect the timely
availability of water supplies. The subject lands are owned and used by Vista ID to generate
runoff for storage at Lake Henshaw and subsequent treatment and delivery to ratepayers.
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m) The extent to which the proposal will affect a city or cities and the county in achieving
their respective fair shares of the regional housing needs as determined by the
appropriate council of governments consistent with Article 10.6 (commencing with
Section 65580) of Chapter 3 of Division 1 of Title 7.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

The proposed change of organization would not impact any local agencies in
accommodating their regional housing needs given there are no changes in land use
authority. Any housing needs current or future associated with the affected territory will
remain assigned to the County of San Diego.
n) Any information or comments from the landowner or owners, voters, or residents of
the affected territory.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

The affected territory is uninhabited as defined LAFCO law (11 registered voters or less). The
landowner supports the annexation as witnessed by the submitted resolution of application
in the initiation of the proposal.
o) Any information relating to existing land use designations.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

See earlier analysis concerning Factor H.
p) The extent to which the proposal will promote environmental justice. As used in this
subdivision, "environmental justice" means the fair treatment of people of all races,
cultures, and incomes with respect to the location of public facilities and the provision
of public services.
There is no documentation or evidence suggesting the proposal will have a measurable effect
– positive or negative – with respect to promoting environmental justice.
56668.3(a)(1) Whether the proposed annexation will be for the interest of the landowners
or present or future inhabitants within the district and within the territory proposed to
be annex to the district.

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Approval of the boundary change would be in the best interest of the landowner as it would
eliminate further property tax obligations from the District-owned lands.
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